
 

 

Due to the popularity of At Your Service Pet Grooming & Care (Townsville), we are looking for an experienced 

Dog Groomer to join our team. 

You must be available to work a 5 day weekly roster consisting of weekends plus 3 week days, with 2 days off 

each week. You must have experience towing a trailer/caravan or similar. 

As an experienced Dog Groomer you will have at least 2 years' experience in grooming and clipping across all 

breeds of dogs in a grooming environment. 

What's in it for you? 

 Access to a fully established mobile dog grooming trailer 

 Established clients 

 Uniform provided 

 Equipment provided  

You will love dogs, be bright, bubbly and love customer service! Not afraid to get covered in hair, soaked in dog 

wash, hot/sweaty and smell like dogs all day! Morning shifts start at 5am and afternoon shifts finish on or around 

5pm. The successful candidate will have a strong customer service approach with excellent dog handling skills 

and breed knowledge. 

As part of this process you will be asked to complete an unpaid two hour grooming trial. 

To be successful in this role you must have: 

 2 years’ previous professional grooming experience and/or qualifications are needed for this role. 

 Current Police check or willingness to obtain if successful on application 

 Proven confidence and the capability to handle a variety of dogs. 

 Experience with specific breed clips. e.g. "Teddy", Schnauzer, Bichon Frise, Poodle, and Spaniels. 

 A positive, can do attitude, excellent communication skills plus be able to maintain client history records. 

 The ability to work unsupervised. 

 Be resilient, reliable and possess a willingness to learn. 

 A passion for pets. 

 Must be physically able to work in an environment requiring repeated heavy lifting (weighing up to 20kgs). 

 Ability to work weekdays, weekends, peak holiday periods and public holidays as required. 

 

Please send resumes through to renee@ayspm.com.au 


